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Deciphering Copyright inriingement for the Musician
By Joseph K. Christian*
The
musical score for a new Hollywood
thriller is all but complete, yet the composer is
unhappy about the very beginning. He doesn't feel
that it creates the ominous mood he had
envisioned for the dark opening scene. Then it hits
him. The opening four notes from Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony..."buh, buh, buh, buuuuuummm,"...
make the perfect phrase to set the mood. Nothing
else will do. The only question is whether he can
legally use that
phrase. Luckily,
any copyright that
might have been

held on that work
expired long ago.

~three
But what
if that
still
were
work
protected? The

copyrighted work the exclusive right to
reproduce, distribute, display, and publicly
perform the work, among other rights.4 To the
owner of a copyright in music, that means that
no one else may perform the musical work, or
make or distribute copies of the original
manuscript or a recording of the work, without
the permission of the copyright owner.'
The inherent nature of music makes it
difficult to detect copyright violations. While it is

It's onl { four notes, and
of them are the same
no
deal. Or is it? 9

composer might
think: "It's only
four notes, and
three of them are
the same-no big deal." Or is it? How is a composer
to know if such copying is illegal? Will any amount
of copying be acceptable? These are the types of
questions that this Note will address.
Billie Holliday, the famous jazz vocalist, was a
proponent of originality. She once said, "You can't
copy anybody and end with anything. If you copy,
it means you're working without any real feeling.
No two people on earth are alike, and it's got to be
that way in music or it isn't music.'" Other people
tend to agree with Charles Caleb Colton, who first
used the phrase, "Imitation is the sincerest of
flattery."2
Imitation may indeed be flattering, but at
least in the world of music, too much imitation is
illegal. Copyright law protects "original works of
authorship fixed in any tangible medium of
expresson."3 It guarantees the owner of a

relatively easy to detect wholesale copying of an
entire work, copying of only a portion of an original
work can be rather difficult to prove. There will
inevitably be similarities between works since all
music is made from a small set of notes, limited
by the range of the performer or instrument, and
limited even further by the patterns that most
listeners appreciate.6
These similarities
demonstrate the need for a systematic method
of distinguishing the acceptable similarities from
the offensive takings.
Unfortunately for the artists, there is no
clear rule to determine when a musician illegally
copies another work of music. Since the genesis
of the copyright laws, musicians have struggled to
answer the question:"How much of my work can
"[a]t what point does such fragmented similarity
become substantial so as to constitute the
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be the same as this previous work without violating
the law?" In many instances, musicians intentionally
take a small portion of a previously written work
and incorporate it into a work of their own because
they like that specific portion or because they are
inspired by that particular idea. In other situations,
musicians take a portion of another work to refer
to the original work or its composer, or even to make
fun of the original work. All of these musicians have
long tried to figure out how much they may take
before it will infringe upon another's copyright.
This tradition has created a superstition amongst
musicians. Many musicians believed, and some still
believe, that copying only three bars from a musical
work can never be illegal.7 Unfortunately, things are
not so simple, as no bright line rule such as this exists.
The copyright infringement analysis is complex, and
various courts approach it differently. This range of
treatment causes confusion as to how much copying
is too much, especially for those unfamiliar with the
intricacies of copyright law.
In Part I,this Note will explain the basic tests
copyright
for
as
infringement
structured by the
66
United States Courts of
Appeals for the Second
and Ninth Circuits. Part
II will then examine
several cases involving
the copying of various
amounts of music,
arranged from the
smallest quantity of
copying to the largest
quantity among the
selections.8 Next, in
Part Ill, the Note will discuss the difficulties with
making sense of these decisions and the bases for
their complexity. Finally, Part IV of this Note outlines
some patterns in the somewhat perplexing
jurisprudence of the various Circuit and District
courts in a way that will be helpful to the intellectual
property lawyer in addition to the musician who
knows very little about the law of copyright
infringement.

A plaintiff in a copyright infringement case
must prove three major elements as part of his
prima facie case: (I) valid copyright - the person
alleging infringement must show that his copyright
is valid; (2) copying in fact - plaintiff must prove that
the defendant did, in actuality, copy at least a portion
of plaintiff's work; and (3) illicit appropriation plaintiff must show that the copying is severe enough
to constitute an unlawful taking.9 The first element
of this test is not usually at issue when dealing with
musical compositions, and it is almost always analyzed
separately from the other two elements.
The second and third elements, however,
have been scrutinized on numerous occasions by
various federal courts. Two major tests have come
out of this scrutiny, one from the Second Circuit,
and one from the Ninth Circuit.' 0 Although the
tests purport to be very similar, one can discern
differences upon closer examination.'

A. Arnstein v. Porter and the Second
Circuit Test

M any nnusicians believed, and
som e st ill believe, that copying
onl thitee bars from a musical
workca n never be illegal. 9

I. The Basics of Copyright
Infringement

Arnstein v. Porter involves two composers. 1
Arnstein, the plaintiff, composed many works, one
of which sold over a million copies.1 3 However, the
14
majority of his other works yielded little success.
The defendant, Cole Porter, was a famous jazz writer
and performer. He composed numerous jazz charts
that have become today's standards. Arnstein alleged
that Porter copied, at least in part, from various
compositions of his own."
In evaluating these claims, the court set up a
bifurcated test to analyze the second and third
elements of copyright infringement, copying in fact
and illicit appropriation.1 6 The first part of this test
analyzes copying in fact by looking for one of two
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things, either the defendant's admission that he copied
plaintiff's work, or circumstantial evidence that
proves the defendant had access to plaintiff's work. 7
Also, the court can use analysis and dissection of
the two compositions to look for similarity. 8
In this part of the test, which looks for
copying in fact, the court will listen to expert
testimony in an effort to discern similar aspects of

copying in fact, Krofft adopts the same basic
approach as the Second Circuit. The Kroft court,
however, departs from the Second Circuit's
approach in determining substantial similarity and
25
brakes this element down into a two-part test.
The first part of the inquiry is an "extrinsic test"
for similarity of ideas.2 6 The extrinsic test depends
on "specific criteria which can be listed and
analyzed. ' 27 Applied
to music, this test
looks at similar
aspects much like
the second step in
the Arnstein test.28 In
analyzing
these
aspects,
courts
consider
expert
testimony. 29 Since
this step can be
decided as a matter
of law, it is possible to
decide these types of
cases at summary
judgment.3 ° Indeed,
the increased ability
to dispose of cases at the summary judgment stage
seems to be the Ninth Circuit's main incentive for
departing from the Second Circuit test. The second
part of the Krofft analysis is an intrinsic test for
similarity of expression.3 The intrinsic test depends
on the "response of the ordinary reasonable
person" and does not rely on expert testimony.2
Different circuits use different standards for
copyright infringement, but most employ a method
very similar to one of these two.

6" Fragmented literal similarity occurs
when a portion of a defendant's composition or performance is "virtually,
though not necessarily, completely
word for word, [or note for note]"
identical to a portion of the plaintiff's
composition or performance. '
the music. 9 Examples of these technical aspects
include patterns of notes, using a particular phrase
as melody or accompaniment, the chord structure
of the piece, or the lyrics used in specific parts of
the work.
If the plaintiff can establish copying in fact,
the court will then analyze illicit appropriation by
looking for "substantial similarity" from the
perspective of the "ordinary lay hearer "' 20 In this
second part of the test, expert testimony is irrelevant;
no dissection of the work will be used.2 ' The
rationale for this part of the test is that the plaintiff's
legally protected interest is in "potential financial
returns from his compositions which derive from
the lay public's" opinion of his work, not from what
experts think.22

B. Krofft v.McDonald's and the Ninth
Circuit Test.
Another pivotal copyright infringement case is Krofft
v. McDonald's. 23 Even though Krofft involves fictional
characters rather than musical compositions, the
Ninth Circuit and other courts use its test for
copyright infringement cases involving music and
other subjects.24 As to the first two elements of
infringement, validity of plaintiff's copyright and

II. Musical Examples
As can be expected, the music community
has encountered no shortage of copyright
infringement cases. Some of these cases involve
what Nimmer calls "fragmented literal similarity."33
Fragmented literal similarity occurs when a portion
of a defendant's composition or performance is
"virtually, though not necessarily, completely word
for word, [or note for note]" identical to a portion
of the plaintiff's composition or performance. 4 The
problem with fragmented literal similarity is
determining which portions, when borrowed, will
trigger the copyright laws. As Nimmer phrases it,
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borrowing an infringement?" 3 As mentioned
before, there is no bright line rule to determine
how much is too much, such that it is "substantially
similar." Therefore, the best approach is to look at
several cases to see if a pattern emerges. Each of
the following cases involves a different amount of
copying, from one note to six whole bars, and each
uses the copied material in a different way. As a
result of these factors and others, the courts must
determine which cases amount to substantial
similarity and thus illicit appropriation. This Note
will examine the cases in each of the following
categories by the quantitative size of the fragment,
from smallest to largest.

At the smallest end of the spectrum is
McDonald v. Multimedia Entertainment. 6 'In this
case, the commercials and theme song for the "Sally
Jesse Raphael Show" allegedly infringed plaintiff's
work.37 The "hook" of the theme song and the
song
plaintiff's
consisted of a threenote phrase, E-flat-C-

flat-B-flat, which spells
out the intervals, I-flat
6-5.38 Defendant's

original theme also

Newton v. Diamond involves a relatively new
method for fragmented literal copying: digital
sampling. 4 The defendants, The Beastie Boys,
sampled a six-second segment of the plaintiff's flute/
vocal multiphonic performance of his own work
entitled Choir 46 The segment consisted of plaintiff
holding a C on the flute while singing the same C,
ascending to a D-flat, and descending again to the
47
C.
The defendants then looped this passage
48
verbatim throughout their song, Pass the Mic.
Despite the small quantity of copying, courts must
consider whether the sample is qualitatively
important to the plaintiff's work.49 Here, the court
found nothing to "make the three-note sequence
distinctive or qualitatively significant."5 0 The plaintiff
only used the sequence once in his work, and the
sequence is not readily distinguishable from any other
performance of the same three notes.5 ' Thus the
court found that any use of the plaintiff's work was
de minimis, too small to constitute infringement. 2
Cottrill v. Spears involved slightly more
allegedly infringing material. 3 Plaintiff Cottrill claimed
that Britney Spears'- song, "What U See Is What U

Plaintiff's

song entitled "I Love New
W Jas part of an advertising
York,"
paign
the image of New
ca p g to improve
York stat e and city. The cast of SNL
performe(d a sketch spoofing the New
Yorkadcaimpaign with its version of the
song, "I Love Sodom."

included a I-flat 6
phrase in the same
context as plaintiff's
theme.3 9 After hearing
plaintiff's song, the
defendant allegedly
changed its theme to
end the sequence with
the 5; this note was the
source of the plaintiffs'
complaint.40 Referring to this note, the court found
that the alleged infringement consisted of"one rather
unimportant note in an otherwise entirely dissimilar
composition," and thus could not reasonably support
a finding of illicit appropriation. 4' The court said that
the note in question, the 5 th of the chord, is a
commonly used note in western music. 42 In dicta, it
also said that it is "extremely doubtful that that single
note and its placement in the composition is
copyrightable.' '43 Nimmer interpreted this case to
show that "it could be safely said that a similarity
limited to a single note never suffices."'

Get" infringed his song "What You See Is What You
Get "' s4 After noting the obvious similarity in titles,
which was also reflected in the lyrics of the two
songs, the court held that "this similarity is not
[substantial] as the phrase is a clich& and can be found
in prior art'" ' Next, the court found that the songs
also contained some similarities in musical makeup:
"two identical pitches at the opening of each song's
chorus; both verses end and begin with an A minor
chord; both songs repeat a particular note three
times in their verses (although the repeated note is
's 6
different in each song);and both are set in 4/4 time.
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Nonetheless, the court found insufficient similarity
here, as it noted that most of these qualities are
common to popular music. 7
In a very short opinion, the court in Brodsky
v. Universal Pictures found that "the similarity
between a few bars of [plaintiff's] composition and
a few of [defendant's]," did not constitute
infringement.5 8 The court pointed out that musical
sequences such as this reappear spontaneously in
music and did so in compositions before that of the
plaintiff.5 9
These cases largely establish that one note
is not enough to constitute substantial similarity.60
Furthermore, similarity between songs consisting of
only a few notes in sequence will most likely fail to
constitute substantial similarity because of the
likelihood of these few notes sequentially occurring
at random.6 ' Also, notes or sequences common to
a genre or type of music also cut against a finding of
substantial similarity. Nonetheless, even with only a
few notes or words, courts will sometimes find
substantial similarity if given the right circumstances.

One would expect small amounts of copying
to fall short of illicit appropriation, as the above cases
demonstrate. The more interesting cases, however,
are those in which a comparably small amount of

6

the plaintiff's song on the show"Saturday Night Live"
("SNL").63 Plaintiff's song, entitled "I Love NewYork'
was part of an advertising campaign to improve the
image of NewYork state and city.64 The cast of SNL
performed a sketch spoofing the New York ad
campaign with its version of the song, "I Love
Sodom.' 61 Out of the original work's 45 word lyric
and 100 measures, "only four notes, D C D E (in
that sequence), and the words 'I Love' 'were taken
and used in the SNL sketch (although they were
repeated 3 or 4 times)' 6 6 The defendant argued
that such a small taking was insufficient to constitute
infringement, but the court disagreed. 67 The Elsmere
court held that, although the taking was, on its face,
relatively slight, "on closer examination it becomes
apparent that this portion of the piece ...is the heart
of the composition. Use of such a significant (albeit
less than extensive) portionof the composition is
far more than merely a De minimis taking" 68 Despite
this finding, the court held for the defendant on other
69
grounds.
The Boosey court reached a similar finding
that a small amount of copying can constitute
infringement. The court in Boosey v. Empire Music
Co., although ruling on a preliminary matter,
concluded that the defendant's taking of five words
and the accompanying music could easily constitute
infringement.7 ° The words at issue,"l hear you calling
me" are part of the title phrase in both songs.7'
Perhaps more importantly, the music accompanying
these words is "practically identical in both
The
compositions.""
court also noted that
the sentiment of the
two songs is "about the

The Elsmere court held that, although the taking was, on its face,
relatively slight, "on closer examination it becomes apparent that
this portion of the piece ...is the
heart of the composition.9

music or lyrics nonetheless constitutes substantial
similarity,
', One such case is Elsmere Music Inc. v.NBC.62
In Elsmere, the defendant was accused of
copyright infringement because of its adaptation of

sa m e .

''3

In reversing an
award of summary
judgment to the
defendant, the court in
Baxter v. MCA, Inc.
held that a reasonable
jury could find the
work
defendant's
substantially similar to
74
that of the plaintiff.
Even though the
similarity could be reduced to a six-note sequence,
the court believed it could be actionable.7 The court
noted again that there is no bright line rule related
to quantity; furthermore, the qualitative measure is
the determinative factor .76
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One of the more interesting cases of this
kind is a ruling by the District Court for the Southern
District of New York in Fred Fisher, Inc. v.
Dillingham.77 "Kalua" a vocal number in defendant's
light opera, "Good Morning, Dearie," supposedly
infringed plaintiff's song, "Dardanella."'78 Both songs
were widely popular in their time, but their popularity
did not overlap. 79 Interestingly, defendant wrote
"Kalua" soon after "Dardanella" faded out of
popularity.8" The allegedly infringing portion of
defendant's work came in the accompaniment,
specifically, an eight-note pattern used as an
ostinato.8' Since it was the accompaniment for the
verse of the song, the fragment was clearly an
important part of plaintiff's work. 2 The fragment's
usage as an ostinato was the same in both works,
creating the same effect in each. 3 The defendant
described the effect as designed "to indicate the
booming of a surf upon the beach.'"I The plaintiff
did not contend that the eight-note figure was
original with "Dardanella'
The defendant cited many
instances in prior music literature where the pattern
of notes appeared. In almost all prior instances,
however, the pattern was not used as a repeated
accompaniment figure.8 6 The interesting aspect of
this case is that the court ruled that the defendant
illegally copied plaintiff's work, even though he did
not consciously know he was doing so.8 7 Judge Hand
believed that "in composing the accompaniment to
... "Kalua," [the defendant] must have followed,
probably unconsciously, what he had certainly heard
only a short time before' 88
The court in Robertson v. Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn, Inc. found another instance of
copyright infringement. 89 Plaintiff wrote a

composition entitled "The Happy Whistler."9 ° He
alleged that defendant's advertisements for
Burgermeister Beer infringed his copyright.9' The
court noted that "two (2) bars in defendants' said
commercials are identical with two (2) bars of the
four (4) bars of plaintiff's key melody.... [TJwo other
bars in defendant's said commercials are strikingly
similar to the remaining two (2) bars in plaintiff's
key melodic phrase' 92 The court went on to note
that both parties used the four bars in the same
manner in both works.93 Furthermore, the court
noted that the copied portion was the most
important portion of the plaintiff's work; this was
the portion that ensured the popular appeal and
commercial success of the composition.9 4

C. When a large fragment is not
substantial
Just as it is true that even copying small
fragments can constitute infringement, so too is the
converse. Several courts have held that even large
fragments can be insufficient to constitute illegal
copying.
The court in Marks v. Leo Feist, Inc. upheld
the denial of an injunction against defendant.95 Six
bars of music found both in plaintiff's work,"Wedding
Dance Waltz," and in defendant's work, "Swanee
River Moon," failed to constitute copyright
infringement.96 In so holding, the court noted that
there is a limited amount of notes from which
composers can draw, and thus similarities will
naturally occur.9 7 To illustrate this point, the court
identified a composition, written before either
plaintiff's or defendant's work, where a similar pattern
appears.98
A
New York
district court came to

...the court noted that there
is a limited amoun t of notes
from which comp osers can
draw, and thus sii ilarities
will naturally occur

asimilar conclusion in
a recent case, Tisi v.

Patrick 9 9

The

defendant, Patrick,
along with his band,
Filter,
allegedly
infringed

plaintiff's
in Patrick's
song,
"Take
a
Picture."'0 0 Plaintiff's
work, "Sell Your Soul,"
shares quite a few
general characteristics
with
defendant's

copyright
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work.10' Of note, both songs are in A major, both
feature a "I-IV" harmonic progression in their
introductions and verses, and both employ a similar
structure using an introduction, verse, chorus, and
bridge sections.'0 2 The major downfall to plaintiff's
claim was that most of these similarities are shared
by almost all popular rock music.103 The song
structure is very standard for rock music, as is the
basic chord structure, and there are songs of every
genre in the key of A major."° Thus, despite the
quantitatively large similarities between the two
works, these similarities are not the ones that matter;
they are simply traits that characterize modern rock
music generally.'05

D.When a large fragment is substantial
Although there are instances, such as those
above, where the taking of a large fragment fails to

his work.'0 9 After noting that "[e]asily arrived at
phrases and chord progressions are usually non
copyrightable," the court stated that the phrase
using the words "ooh ... move ... free your body"
is an expression of a copyrightable idea.'' 0 The
court also noted that "the fact that defendants
appropriated the exact arrangement of plaintiff's
composition" moves a long way toward finding
substantial similarity.''

Ill. Making Sense of It All
From these examples and numerous
others, the courts' decisions may, at first glance,
seem arbitrary. In some cases, very little quantitative
similarity amounts to infringement, while in other
cases it does not. In some cases, a large amount of
similarity amounts to infringement, while in others
it does not. Therefore, musicians are left wondering
how much is too much.
seems
Precedent
confusing, so to make
sense of it, one must
the
that
realize
number of similar
notes or chords will
not, in and of itself,
determine whether a
find
court
will
substantial similarity.
In the Arnstein test,
the ear of the "ordinary
alone
lay hearer"
determines whether
there is substantial
similarity in a musical work. '"2 In the Krofft test,
the court first uses analysis and dissection to
examine substantial similarity of ideas.'
Then, if
the court finds similarity, it uses the impressions of
the "ordinary reasonable person" to test for
substantial similarity of expression.'' 4 Since
copyright protects expression, the later half of the
Krofft test is the most important. is
As evidenced in these two seminal
copyright cases, the most important piece to the
substantial similarity puzzle requires the one thing
that a musician cannot, by definition, have: an
untrained ear. So what is a musician to do? Several
possible solutions may give musicians a viable
approach to determining when one may use a
phrase from an existing work. However, no single
approach provides a hard and fast test, so the best

..the most important piece to
the substantial similarity
puzzle requires the one thing
that a musician cannot, by definition, have: an untrained ear.
constitute copyright infringement, this outcome is
not likely. Rather, courts are more likely to find a
meaningful similarity when a larger portion is taken.
The United States District Court for New
Jersey found that a large copied fragment would
most likely be substantially similar in Jarvis v.A & M
Records. °6 The defendants in this case admitted
to digitally sampling fragments of plaintiff's work,
"The Music's Got Me:' for their song, "Get Dumb!
(FreeYour Body).' 0 7 They took the fragments were
from two different places in plaintiff's song. The
defendants first took the bridge section, containing
the words, "ooh ... move ... free your body," in its
entirety.0 8 Second, the defendant also sampled "a
distinctive keyboard riff, which functions as both a
rhythm and melody, included in the last several
minutes of plaintiff's song" and incorporated it into
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one can do is look at what has come before and try
to fit one's work into that pattern, as erratic as it
may appear.
Of course, an easy solution to this puzzle is
not to copy at all, but there will always be situations
in which this rigid approach stifles creativity.
Obtaining a license from the original composer
before taking some of his music is another "easy"
solution. This solution, however, only begs the
question: when is a taking "substantial enough" to
require a license? Does the taking of one note
require a license? Perhaps not. If that note is played
the same way, for the same duration, on the same
instrument, with the same vibrato, must it then be
licensed? If that one note is used many times or
digitally looped throughout the new work, must this
be licensed?
These are the types of line-drawing questions
that plague musicians and lawyers today. There are
no easy answers, but one should only come to a
decision after analyzing the decisions lay listeners up
to now.

It is more
difficult to determine
similarity in small
fragments than in large

fragments since small
fragments
require
more attention to
nuance. On the other

hand, cases involving
large fragments seem to

6

imagine, however, a situation where one note is so
distinctive and so important to a work that using
that note in another work would be taking the "heart
of the work," and would thus substantiate illicit
appropriation. For example, in the beginning of
George Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue," the clarinet
glissando has become so distinctive and easily
recognized that it is imaginable that a lay listener
'8
might determine a similar use to be substantial.
Although the glissando may be the single most
recognizable note of Gershwin's work, it most likely
is not the heart of such a complex composition. This
fact would work against a finding of infringement if
someone copied that note.
It is also very difficult to find substantial
similarity in only a few notes. Does this change if
those few notes are used repeatedly? This is a
question that has seemingly received more than one
answer from the circuits. In the Ninth Circuit's
Newton v. Diamond, the three note multiphonic flute
solo in the plaintiffs work was the subject of
dispute. ' 9 Defendants, The Beastie Boys, sampled
this solo and looped it throughout "Pass the Mic." 2
The court took care to show that this repetition

The "hea rt of the work" might be described aE the essence of the work; the
gnizable feature of the work,
that whic]h the lay listener could easily
identify; or the piece that gives the work
its overall feel.

be easier to predict.
Most often, when use of
a small fragment results
in substantial similarity
to the original work, the fragment takes what has
been called the "heart of the [work]"" 16 The "heart
of the work" might be described as the essence of
the work; the most recognizable feature of the work,
that which the lay listener could easily identify; or
the piece that gives the work its overall feel.
Determining if a fragment is the heart of the work
is a large step toward determining whether a lay
listener would find substantial similarity.
It is probably safe to assume that in most
situations, as noted in McDonald, one note alone will
not constitute substantial similarity.'' 7 One can

was not relevant to the analysis.' 2' The fact that
the three-note pattern was a large part of the
background in defendant's work was of no
consequence.12 1 It would only be relevant if the
fragment was a large portion of the plaintiff's
work.' 23 Therefore, it would seem that a few notes
used repeatedly would likely not create substantial
similarity for a lay listener.
This analysis becomes somewhat muddled
in the Second Circuit case Fisher v. Dillingham. 124 In
finding substantial similarity, the Fisher court seemed
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to give weight to the way the fragment was used in
defendant's work. 2 ' The defendant used the
fragment as an ostinato in the accompaniment of
his work. 2 6 The court pointed out how the
repetition was used to give the effect of rolling
waves. "'
Although this case was decided in 1924,
before Arnstein or Krofft, and well before Newton,
one wonders if a modern court would decide this
case any differently. Furthermore, would a modern
court decide the same way if the eight-note pattern
were used only once, rather than over and over as
an ostinato? According to the doctrine voiced in
Newton, it should not matter how many times the
figure is repeated, but it is hard to believe that this
sort of repetition would not factor in.
Perhaps the smallest amount of music or
lyrics determined to be substantial similarity is found
in Elsmere, where the court coined the term,"heart
of the [work]"' 28 When Saturday Night Live wrote
its sketch parodying the New York advertising
campaign, it had to take that portion which would
29
most easily conjure up thoughts of the original.
This had to be the heart of the work, which, in this
case, consisted of the main four note theme and
lyrics "I Love NewYork"' altered, of course, to "I Love
Sodom."' 30 This case proves that even as little as
four notes and two words can be enough for

substantial similarity if that portion is the "heart of
the work."''

B~.

Large

qag ments

mmcro

simfties
Cases involving large portions of copied
work are harder to find. This is likely due to the fact
that these cases are often settled out of court or
disposed of early in the litigation process. As a general
rule, the probability that substantial similarity will exist
increases proportionately with the amount taken
from the original work. Lay observers have an easier
time picking out similarities when they can listen to
a sample that is longer in duration.
Those large fragment cases that manage to
work their way through the court system are usually
the closer cases. Despite the large amount of
similarity, the decision is usually harder because there
is good cause for the similarity. For instance, in Tisi v.
Patrick,similarities between the works included key
signature, harmonic progression, and the overall
32
structure of the chorus, bridge section, and verses.
As the court noted, however, many works share
these characteristics, especially in modern rock
music.33

MA USIC
FRAGMENT TAKEN FROM
COPYRIGHTED COMPOSITION
Large Fragment

Small Fragment

]

I

Exact notes, rhythms,
and/or lyrics?

Key signature, structure,

Significant Taking:
Substantial Similarity.

Macro-Similarity:
Not Substantial

harmonic progressions?

Similarity.

Unimportant,
unrecognizable fragment
of original work?

1 4

De minimis copying:
Not Substantial
Similarity.

Important, recognizable
fragment of original work?

J

(Heart

of the Work:

Substantial Similarity.

Note: This chart is not intended as a bright line rule that a court would necessarily follow;
rather, it is a general framework based on this note's analysis of the relevant case law.

MUSIC
These attributes could be called "macrosimilarities." Generally, copyright does not protect
macro-similarities. These types of similarities are
drawn only from attributes that characterize a
particular genre or period of music. Some examples
of macro-similarities would include the heavy use of
synthesizers in 1980's rock, lyrics about drinking and
"how my woman left me for another man" in blues
music, 3/4 time signatures felt in one for Viennese
waltzes. Every genre or period of music has its own
distinguishing characteristics that will appear in most
works of that type. These macro-similarities serve
only to classify music as part of a larger body of
creativity, not to distinguish the originality of one
from the other. Copyright affords no protection to
these attributes of a work; thus, copyright
infringement actions cannot be based on macrosimilarities. Therefore, the use of large fragments will
lead to copyright infringement more often than the
use of small fragments, unless the only attributes
taken are macro-similarities.

work because it is repeated very often and used as
a basis for more complex melodies that follow.
Furthermore, the lay listener would probably be able
to recognize the original work from just these notes
- which, of course, is a big reason why our composer
would want to use that excerpt in the first place.
From this analysis, one could conclude that this phrase
is the "heart of the work:' and copying it might very
well constitute substantial similarity.

V. Conclusion

Musicians always listen to other musicians.
That is how a musician gets started: hearing a talented
singer, or a guitar solo that you just have to hear
again; musicians are inspired by other musicians. Thus,
a musician will inevitably hear things she wants to
incorporate into her own music. However, taking
too much from another's original work is not allowed,
so she must figure out how much is too much.
Courts have established various ways to
analyze the copying of musical fragments, and a few
different tests have emerged. However, the
implementation of these tests has become very
complicated. Some small fragments are acceptable
Since there is no bright line rule, a musician when even smaller fragments are not. Some large
who is concerned about borrowing music or lyrics fragments are considered infringement when even
from a copyrighted work faces a complex set of larger ones are not.
Finding a pattern among the scattered cases
decisions. First, the musician must decide whether
34
If is difficult, but a few answers emerge. Small fragments
the portion he wishes to copy is large or small.
it is a small portion, is it so important to the original will, in most cases, only be called infringement if they
work that a lay listener would consider it the "heart are so important to the original work as to be called
of the work"? These types of takings most often the "heart of the work." This is generally true no
result in infringement. If it is a large taking, what matter how often the fragment is used in the new
actually constitutes the similarity? Is there a large work; however, there have been times where courts
taking of exact notes, rhythms, or lyrics? Or, does have considered the frequency of use. Taking large
the musician only take macro-similarities, such as fragments will more likely result in infringement of
key signature, structure of the piece, and common the original work, but not if the taking only consists
harmonic progressions? Large, exact takings stand a of macro-similarities.
The illegal copying of fragments of other
good chance of infringing, but macro-similarities very
rarely amount to substantial similarity. Consider this people's music has always been a concern of
progression of questions as illustrated by the chart composers and performers, but in an age of digital
above. A musician must ask these questions in order music, fragmented copying of recordings is made
to determine if the portion he wants to borrow is even easier. The music industry is in grave need of a
standard by which to judge the many uses of
likely to infringe.
To apply this analysis, consider the movie fragmented copying. And to the extent that there
score composer who wants to use the opening of are already rules in place, there is much room for
Beethoven's Fifth.' He is working with only a four- clarification in order to make the law accessible to
note phrase, so it will most likely fall into the "small the musicians who need to understand it.
Billie Holiday was right. Copied music can
fragment" category. Is it an important, recognizable
portion of Beethoven's Fifth? Most likely, a court never be as special as music that comes directly
would find the fragment is important to the original from the heart of the composer. Like Ms. Holiday,

Know Which
IV Suon
Questions to Ask

Too Much of a Good Thing?
the law says that no two songs can be alike. What
our society will consider to be "alike" is the true
question in need of clarification.
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Certainly, this is a difficult question in many instances. It is
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We must ignore, as before, the fact that Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony is now in the public domain, and thus not protected
by copyright.
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